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The Nature of Growth is Fast Changing: Value That Does Not Reflect This Change is a Trap
In last quarter’s Portfolio Management Report, we demonstrated that South Africa is not growing
because practically all its resources are going into maintenance rather than growth. A consequence
of this elusive growth was that South African companies either thought their products or services were
differentiated enough to monopolize what little growth there was or sought out faster growing
markets to invest in. In both instances, they were looking for (linear) growth within their silos of
business.
Little did our “captains of industry” realize that the fastest growth in companies is NOT showing up in
product businesses located in silos or sectors, no matter how good those products are, anywhere in
the world. Public policy was too reprobate to even appreciate the paradigm shift in growth. Most
investment managers were scratching their hands trying to figure out if it was a fad or a structural
change and how to value it. Growth was shifting away from incumbents in sectors to businesses that
(i) built platforms across sectors to intermediate between supply and demand and (ii) allowed the best
skills in the world (third party app developers) access to the platform to resolve feedback from
suppliers and consumers instantaneously thereby continuously enhancing the functionality of the
platform. You may recognize the preceding description as an ecosystem (Google) or walled garden
(Apple).
The retail industry in the US was in the same position as Edgars, Truworths, Foschini, and Woolworths
when AMAZON (AMZN) launched as a product business (online bookstore) in 1997. AMZN
demonetized the physical bookstore industry at the same time as it added everything else to its
platform. It has taken more than two decades for the retail industry in the US to realize that AMZN
has effectively demonetized it. A handful of retailers have found reprieve in copying AMZN play for
play, Walmart being the most successful of them. While AMZN was growing exponentially as it leapt
from sector to sector, most US retailers continued to invest for linear growth in their silos.
South African businesses have made the same mistake US retailers made. They thought that for as
long as they did what they did best, and invested in it, no one could usurp their profit margins. Well,
today, AMZN makes a much smaller profit margin than any retailer in the world but has the
consumer’s best attention. How is this possible? After turning business models on their head, here
again, platform businesses turn age-old wisdom about value creation on its head. Bill Gates’ definition
of a platform holds the key to Jeff Bezos’ famous statement, “your margin is my opportunity”. Bill
Gates says when the economic value of everyone who uses a platform exponentially exceeds the value
of the company that creates it, then it is a platform.” Consumers patently love availability of product,
lower prices, convenient delivery, loyalty discounts, and all the trappings AMZN offers. This is the
game you are going to have to beat AMZN at. Nothing else. Consider the profit margins among the
best South African corporations. They are an opportunity for platform businesses.
Even today, we do not think management of South African companies realize that the answer to
ruinous economic policy and resultant regressive growth was and is not doubling down on the growth
of your product or service here or abroad. Instead, it is in transitioning their businesses from product
to platform businesses. Naturally, this requires a first mover advantage because of platforms, there
will be only be a few. In South America, Mercado Libre is wreaking similar havoc as AMZN did in the
US. In Asia, Sea Limited, Alibaba, Baidu, and Tencent are dishing out the same pain. Management of
South African businesses are not up to this task yet. Rather they are still at the very early stages of
incorporating digital tools into their operations. Once they get there, they will suddenly see that the

digital river opens into an ocean (platform businesses) into which all other rivers flow. That is, if AMZN
or somebody else has not yet moved in on their margin.
For an investor, it is very difficult to appreciate the deified qualities of cumulatively advantaged
(platform) businesses and comprehend the naivete of competitively advantaged product businesses
that dot the South African landscape.
How has this understanding played itself out in investment outcomes across our various strategies?
Applying this knowledge has had the greatest impact on our global equity strategy. Our returns are
simply highly competitive in absolute terms and relative to both the MSCI World index and the
universe of global equity funds available in the country.
Figure 1:

Table of Quarterly Performance: First Avenue Global Equity Fund (Q3 2020)
Ranking of First Avenue Global Equity Fund vs SA Global Equity Unit Trusts
Period

Quartile

Percentile

Since Inception (Feb, 2017)

1

22%

3 years

2

36%

2 years

1

13%

1 year

1

12%

YTD

1

11%

3 Months

1

22%

* Note: Rankings based on gross returns
Source: Morningstar, First Avenue

First Avenue Global Equity Strategy
Risk/Return Period
Incep. Cumulative
Incep. Annualised
3-year p.a.
2-year p.a.
1 year
YTD
6m
3m
Inception date:

Fund
84,1%
18,1%
14,5%
20,2%
34,7%
36,0%
23,0%
6,0%

Benchmark
76,1%
16,7%
15,6%
15,4%
22,2%
21,7%
21,0%
4,2%

Relative
8,0%
1,4%
-1,1%
4,8%
12,5%
14,4%
2,1%
1,8%

Feb-17

* Note: Rankings based on gross returns
Source: Morningstar, First Avenue

It goes without saying that of our four strategies, global equity has by far the highest number of
cumulatively advantaged (platform) businesses, not to mention competitively advantaged businesses.
These businesses are devastating because like bacteria, what makes them spawn is the number of
highly profitable sectors in the economy far more than a high GDP growth rate. They exhibit

exponential growth by expanding laterally while product businesses often only expand vertically.
Consider how many standalone product businesses Apple has killed by entering their industries:
Figure 2:

Apple: The Handset is Trojan Horse for the IOS Operating System into Many Industries

Source: Platform Economics

Our second strategy, Local with Offshore, has also performed very competitively in absolute and
relative terms on account of platform businesses in the offshore portion of the fund.
Figure 3:

Sanlam Select Focused Equity Fund (Q3 2020)

Risk/Return Period
Incep. Cumulative

Fund
9,9%

Benchmark
8,8%

Relative
1,1%

Incep. Annualised
3-year p.a.

2,4%
0,3%

2,2%
-0,4%

0,3%
0,7%

2-year p.a.
1 year

2,3%
5,5%

-1,0%
-2,2%
-6,6%

3,3%
7,7%

YTD
6m

3,6%
15,3%

21,7%

10,3%
-6,3%

3m

2,1%

-0,3%

2,5%

Inception date:
* Note: Rankings based on gross returns
Source: Morningstar, First Avenue

Nov-16

Figure 4:

Sanlam Select Focused Equity vs. Peers (Q3 2020)
Quartiles

Select Focused Strategy (Local + Global)

3m

YTD

12m

24m

36m

Inception

2

1

1

1

3

3

* Note: Rankings based on gross returns
Source: Morningstar, First Avenue

Clearly not holding gold and platinum stocks in the domestic portion of the fund between April – July
affected the 6month number, but that is already working itself out of the numbers in October. To
remind you, of the allowable 40 holdings in this strategy, the portfolio cannot hold more than 20
offshore shares. We have taken a structural position of maximizing the offshore foreign exchange
control allocation on the maximum number of offshore holdings (20).
Our domestic strategies (General Equity and Focused Equity) have borne the full brunt of the local
bourse being starved of both human ingenuity of platform businesses (this one falls squarely on the
shoulders of management of corporate South Africa) and unimaginative economic policy (politicians
take the heat for this one). Let us show you how both sets of actors are impoverishing the country.
In the choice between a product economy (point C in the Figure 5) and a platform economy (point A
in Figure 5), South Africa consistently chooses the former, hence its downward sloping growth curve
and pitiful corporate profit growth profile.
Figure 5:

The Choice Between Product Economy and Platform Economy

Source: Grow Venture Group, The Digital Economy, First Avenue

South Africa is full of companies with sequential, rather than circular, value chains. Linear growth value
chains do a great deal of leaning on scale to enhance efficiencies by a few percentage points at a clip.
A platform economy, on the other hand, grows exponentially as it simultaneously reduces costs (scale

efficiencies) while raising value (cumulative advantage). There is no other way of explaining this
concept to you without illustrating it diagrammatically. Consider that AMZN was once a normal
product company, albeit operating exclusively online as a book retailer. It used Oracle databases to
store and manipulate all mission critical information (inventory, customer orders, etc.). It used Federal
Express (FEDEX) and UPS to ship goods to its customers and paid for advertising to promote its
business (selling books online). As it got bigger, it could negotiate improved rates, and terms and
conditions, from all its suppliers. Scale efficiencies are exactly what linear growth businesses such as
the ones we have in South Africa live to benefit from. The stroke of genius at AMZN came when the
company decided that it is so large that it cannot possibly eke out any more gains from its suppliers
(diseconomies of scale). It decided to start in house an inhouse freight business to ship both for itself
and anybody else in the economy. It decided to start its own cloud-computing facility, Amazon Web
Services, to replace Oracle in serving internal needs and those of corporate America. It decided to
offer advertising to its marketplace suppliers and anybody else. So not only was AMZN able to drive
down its costs, but it also turned cost centers into profit centers!
Figure 6: Platform Businesses Compete on Two Dimensions. Product Business Compete on One

Source: Amazon

How did these lessons escape the entire swathe of management in corporate South Africa? The
distribution of platform businesses tells why US equity markets are rated so highly and South Africa is
rated so, so low.

Figure 8:

Distribution of Platform Businesses Around the World

We cannot overstate how monumental this knowledge has been helping us to solve our South African
equity problem. The first insight is obvious; outside Naspers and Prosus, there are no platform
businesses on the JSE. The second insight was highly obscured. Platform businesses have not yet
figured out how to demonetize mining companies (pull the rug of cyclical high margins from under the
feet of mining companies). In other words, while international investors are not willing to bid up
domestic S.A. Quality (competitively advantaged) businesses on account of both inferior growth and
lethargic economic policy, they have had no qualms paying relatively more for mining companies on
the JSE whose fortunes (i) fortuitously, do not seem to be in the sights of platform businesses and (ii)
benefit from Chinese growth. Mining companies are the quintessential product business that
generates profit growth for as long as there is a standing customer willing to pay the market price to
secure product. In the past, this willingness has been cyclical, and no doubt will continue to be in the
future. Yet what matters the most to the investor on the JSE, practically, is that “in the land of the
blind, the one-eyed man is king”. That this kind of growth reigns supreme on the JSE is nothing short
of classic of a Faustian bargain.
These insights have allowed us to figure out (finally) how to do better than the JSE without making the
Faustian bargain other investors make. As a result, our investment outcomes have begun their long
overdue recovery. To illustrate this improvement, look at our returns this far this year in three-time
frames as follows:




The first frame (January – March) demonstrates the defensive quality of our propositions during
the COVID 19 correction.
The second frame (April – July) demonstrates our unwillingness to accept the Faustian bargain of
introducing a heavy macro overlay during the market’s euphoria toward gold stocks at the Fed’s
stimulus and promise to hold interest rates low until well after inflation has risen past the 2% rate.
The third frame (August -September) demonstrates the efficacy of our solution to outperform the
market as fundamental, non-macroeconomic effects regain leadership. This has continued in the
month of October

Figure 9:

General Equity Fund vs SWIX: Jan – March; April – July; August – September: 2020

* Note: Rankings based on gross returns
Source: Morningstar, First Avenue

Figure 10:

Focused Equity Fund vs. SWIX: Jan-March; April – July; August-September (2020)

* Note: Rankings based on gross returns
Source: Morningstar, First Avenue

Figure 11:

General Equity vs. Capped SWIX: Jan-March; April – July; August-September (2020)

* Note: Rankings based on gross returns
Source: Morningstar, First Avenue

You can most likely tell what we did not take as a Faustian bargain in the April-July time frame. Gold.
In response to a cannon ball of stimuli coordinated by Western Central banks and a shift in monetary
policy by the Fed chairman to hold interest rate hikes in abeyance in the eventuality of higher inflation,
gold prices shot up bestowing rare earnings growth to gold miners. We did not accept the Faustian
bargain to invest in gold purely on macro factors to access a purple patch of growth on the JSE. There
is no way of valuing gold (the price of gold is the value of gold at any point in time). You can motivate
owning gold by citing a plethora of monetary/fiscal issues. Valuation, a critical pillar of our investment
process falls apart when it comes to gold. As important as monetary and fiscal issues are, they do not
lend themselves to a Discounted Cash Flow valuation. Unlike most “pragmatic” managers, we do not
want to generate alpha by purely leveraging beta at the direct expense of our core principles. As a
result, we trust our clients to achieve diversification into the macroeconomic arena by including macro
strategy hedge funds to capture the merits of gold.
That said, you will be pleased to know that the adverse effects of not holding gold between April and
July that started to roll out of our numbers in August have continued to do so post the September
quarter end. We are confident that the positive trajectory in our S.A. relative returns, barring the
April-July intermission, is intact, and look forward to reporting back to you on this in December quarter
end.
Our long-term ranking tells us that we have a mountain to climb but as you can tell, we are up to the
task. Note that the universe we are ranked against includes funds with global holdings, whereas our
general and focused strategies are pure domestic strategies.

Figure 12:

Long Term Rankings: First Avenue S.A. Equity Capability vs. Peers
3m

YTD

12m

24m

36m

Inception

General Equity Strategy (100% SA)

149

133

147

140

142

67

Focused Equity Strategy (100% SA)

134

112

138

144

145

67

Total Number of Funds

167

166

168

160

150

81

Source:

Faustian Bargains Aplenty in South Africa
We do not want you to misconstrue our discussion on platform businesses as a change in investment
philosophy or an excuse to just own “tech” or even underperform in S.A. equity. Most investors pass
off the performance of platform businesses as a bubble caused by negative real rates favouring long
duration assets. Besides the fact that there is nothing long duration about Apple, Microsoft, Google,
or Facebook (these are some of the most cash rich businesses on the planet), what is critical to
understand deeply is that today is digital and not industrial. Naturally, digitally inclined businesses
will do better (grow faster and create economic profits) than companies that still rely on industrial
innovations (grow slower and lose momentum in economic profits). Similarly, in 1800, industrial
companies would have demonetized agrarian companies. In 1500, agrarian enterprises would have
demonetized hunter-gatherer activities. Demonetization occurs in the following stages – innovation,
effectiveness, efficiency, and then automation. Pick a company anywhere in the world and think
through which stage it is at. The more labour and capital intense a company is, its profit margins will
be demonetized by technologies like Blockchain, Artificial Intelligence (A.I.) which enable automation.

Figure 13: The Secret Technologies to Exponential Growth

Source: Platform Economics

It is mightily important to recognize that digital technologies create first order effects in valuation that
trump second order (shorthand) effects. In other words, do not use price-earnings multiples or
dividend yields at inflection points in exponential growth. Use free cashflows. Adobe’s P.E. multiple
today will only make sense 3 years from now. But its PE multiple 3 years from now may very well be
incredibly discouraging as A.I. in its digital marketing offering takes off in earnest.
Now that we have laid that base of thinking on the foundation, let us show you how poor investors in
South Africa are for not being able to access these ideas.
Everyone knows Sasol. It is transitioning into a chemical company through its unprofitable Lake
Charles plant in the U.S but it derives its cashflows from the fossil fuel (coal to liquids) business in
South Africa. We own Sasol in our domestic portfolios. In our global portfolios, we own a company
called Enphase Energy, also an energy business. Enphase however is in the alternative energy, solar,
to be exact, sub sector of energy. We will not waste your time with projections by the International
Energy Agency (I.E.A.) of how quickly alternative energies are stealing share from fossil fuels (and how
costs of the former are dropping precipitously). We also will not waste your time with a discussion of
the mistakes Sasol has made. You have read enough newspapers to know about that. Instead we will
tell you that Sasol is still competing on industrial principles. It can only optimize its chemical and fuel
plants to incremental improve efficiencies and asset productivity. I cannot tell you how huge a 10%
gain in cost efficiency and asset productivity would be for Sasol’s profitability and its share price!
Enphase started as a product company making simple solar panels. Over time, the company added
some complexity to the product by adding inverters to the panels negating the need for bulky
installations that include a standalone inverter. In one fell swoop, embedding an inverter into a panel
demonetizes standalone inverter producers. Enphase is now producing residential size batteries for

home energy storage. Already, it is laying down markers for small commercial solar solutions (panels
and battery storage as well as Off-grid Solar and Storage. It’s vertical expansion cuts across both sector
and market segment as follows:
Figure 14: What Demonetization Looks Like in the Energy Industry (Enphase Energy)

Source: Enphase Dec 2019 Investor Day

Now simple expansion across sectors does not make Enphase a platform company, nor does it spell
doom for standalone players in affected industries. After all, the consumer could very well plug-andplay with products from different vendors (panels from Enphase, inverters from company B, battery
storage from company C, Offgrid interface company D) on the basis of price and quality. Aware of
this, Enphase, like Tesla, is shutting that door by using own developed semi-conductors in its
equipment for the purpose of both trouble shooting and upgrading Enphase panels, inverters, and
batteries over-the-air. Over-The-Air competencies extend the energy density of Enphase products at
the rate of innovation and save the consumer from having to buy new better performing hardware.
Now a plug-and-play consumer will simply not enjoy the full benefits of over-the-air software upgrades
if he has equipment from different vendors. You can see now that this software-based solution lends
itself to both Internet of Things (IoT), artificial intelligence, and ultimately automation. The killer step
in the creation of a platform businesses is to problem solve customer complaints in real time and
innovate at the speed of imagination. Creating an operating system with which third party developers
can interact to code solutions in real time and suggest upgrades to functionality drives innovation at
the speed of the “smartest kid in the classroom”.

Figure 15. The Creation of Platform-Enphase Energy

Source: Enphase Dec 2019 Investor Day

Given the difficulty most investors have in comprehending the sources of exponential growth, let
alone projecting it in their cashflow based valuations, it is highly tempting to use shorthand metrics
like price-earnings multiples, cashflow and dividend yields. So, looking at what can only be described
as exponential growth of Enphase’s growth from 2018 to 2020, do you think it should trade at a
metrics in or around Sasol’s?

Figure 16:

What Cashflow Multiples Should This Business Trade At?

Source: Enphase Dec 2019 Investor Day

If you answered yes, you certainly would have missed out on an industrial company that is fast
transitioning into a platform business. Now we ask, for all the money, Sasol paid its co-Chief
Executives over the years, why did the two not transition the business from an industrial to a platform
company? The advent of electric cars will simply demonetize Sasol’s South African fuel business over
the next 20yrs. Yet, Enphase does not have an equivalent on the JSE. You can only buy Sasol if you
want exposure to energy to benefit from a potential cyclical/inflationary increase in the oil price. A
Faustian bargain like no other!

Figure 17: Sasol vs. Enphase (US$)
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Large swathes of the JSE are not fit for commercial purpose in tomorrow’s world. They will suffer a
rude awakening from global platform businesses. Yet there is hope for some of them. For instance,
Discovery, with its Vitality product, is the closest thing to a platform business in S.A. Inc.
Figure 18:

Top Ten Holdings S.A. General Equity Strategy: Sept 30, 2020

Stock

%

NASPERS

20.3%

PROSUS

9.5%

STANDARD BANK

5.7%

FIRSTRAND

5.0%

BRITISH AMERICAN TOBACCO

4.5%

BHP GROUP

3.9%

DISCOVERY

3.0%

RICHEMONT

3.0%

BID CORP

2.8%

CAPITEC BANK

2.7%

Source: First Avenue

Figure 19:

Sector Over-weights, Underweights S.A. General Equity Strategy: Sept 30, 2020

Sector Positioning
Consumer Services
Consumer Goods
Industrials
Health Care
Telecommunications
Oil & Gas
Technology
Financials
Basic Materials
-15

-10

-5

0

5

10

Source: First Avenue

Figure 20:

Top Ten Holdings S.A. Focused Equity Strategy: Sept 30, 2020
Stock

%
27.1%
6.1%
5.4%
5.2%
4.9%
4.9%
4.8%
4.4%
4.3%
4.0%

NASPERS
MONDI
ANHEUSER-BUSCH INBEV
FIRSTRAND
BIDVEST
DISCOVERY
STANDARD BANK
AVI
BRITISH AMERICAN TOBACCO
ANGLO AMERICAN PLATINUM
Source: First Avenue

Figure 21:

Sector Over-weights, Underweights S.A. Focused Equity Strategy: Sept 30, 2020

Sector Positioning
Consumer Goods
Consumer Services
Industrials
Health Care
Telecommunications
Oil & Gas
Technology
Financials
Basic Materials
-15
Source: First Avenue
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Figure 22:

Sanlam Select Focused Fund:

Top Ten Holdings of Global Carve Out (Sept 30, 2020)

Stock

Sector

Amazon.Com Inc

Consumer Discretionary

Roche Holding Ag-Genusschein
Mastercard Inc - A

Health Care
Information Technology

LVMH Moet Hennessy Louis Vuitton

Consumer Discretionary

Visa Inc-Class A Shares
Charter Communications Inc-A
Clorox Company

Information Technology
Communication Services
Consumer Staples

Apple Inc
Hermes International

Information Technology
Consumer Discretionary

Berkshire Hathaway Inc-Cl B

Financials

Source: First Avenue

Figure 23:

Global Equity Strategy Top Ten Holdings: Q3 2020
Stock

Sector

%

AMAZON.COM INC

Consumer Discretionary

7.1

HERMES INTERNATIONAL

Consumer Discretionary

5.2

RATIONAL AG

Industrials

5.1

TENCENT HOLDINGS LTD

Communication Services

4.8

FACEBOOK INC-CLASS A

Communication Services

4.7

REMY COINTREAU

Consumer Staples

4.6

TRADE DESK INC/THE -CLASS A

Information Technology

4.5

WALMART INC

Consumer Staples

4.4

ALPHABET INC-CL C

Communication Services

4.2

KAKAKU.COM INC

Communication Services

4.0

Source: First Avenue

Disclaimer
First Avenue Investment Management is an Authorized Financial Service Provider (FSP 42693).
The content of this presentation and any information provided may be of a general nature and may not
be based on any analysis of the investment objectives, financial situation or particular needs of the
client (as defined in the Financial Advisory Intermediary Services Act). As a result, there may be
limitations as to the appropriateness of any information given. It is therefore recommended that the
client first obtain the appropriate legal, tax, investment or other professional advice and formulate an
appropriate investment strategy that would suit the risk profile of the client prior to acting upon such
information and to consider whether any recommendation is appropriate considering the client’s own
objectives and particular needs.
Any opinions, statements and any information made, whether written, oral or implied are expressed in
good faith.
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